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Abstract

This paper reports the development of 350 MHz
niobium superconducting cavities for the velocity range
0.2< v/c <0.6. Such cavities could be used to form a
linac of exceptional flexibility, capable of efficiently
accelerating beams of either protons, deuterons, or any of
a wide range of Iight ions, at intensities sufficient for a
production beam for a radioactive beam facility. Results
of numerical modeling for several resonator geometries
are presented. The design and construction status of
prototype niobium cavities is discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION
For more than a decade, various concepts for an ISOL-

type (isotope separator on-line) radioactive ion beam
facility have been developed and discussed within the
nuclear physics community [1,2]. The Argonne Physics
Division several years ago put forward a concept
requiring a linac for protons and light ions as a driver for
spallation sources [3]. As initially proposed, the driver
linac would be a fixed velocity profile, 220 MV,
normally-conducting linac which could provide various
beams of protons or light ions at a output energy of 100
MeV per nucleon with a total beam power of 100 kW.
The different beams would be used in a variety of
different production mechanisms.

To be cost-effective, however, a normal-conducting
linac would have several limitations. To maximize shunt
impedance, the velocity profile would need to be fixed.
Consequently, for the lighter ions, particularly protons,
the Iinac would have to be operated at substantially less
than its maximum gradient. Also, operation would be
pulsed, at 120 Hz, with a duty factor of at most a few
percent. This mode of operation would aggravate heating
problems in the spallation source and might also make
voltage stability of the radioactive ion source problematic.

These limitations could be overcome by making the
driver Iinac superconducting [4]. In this case, shunt
impedance would not be a strong consideration, and the
Iinac could be formed of short independently-phased

cavities. The resulting broadly variable velocity profile
would enhance performance, for example roughly
doubling the maximum proton energy.

A superconducting linac would provide for cw
operation, which would be advantageous in several
respects beyond that of reducing target heating transients.
Requirements for the injecting ion sources would be
simplified. The reduction of space charge effects could
provide for increased beam currents, opening, for
example, the possibili~ of driving several targets
simultaneously.

However, to date little development work has been
done on superconducting cavities with the characteristics
required for such a machine, most particularly in the
upper part of the required velocity range . Before such a
machine can be designed in detail, suitable cavities need
to be filly developed and characterized.
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ABSTRACT

A novel technique has been developed at Argonne National Laboratory to determine the’%
content in EBR-11blanket elements using resonance transmission analysis (RTA) with a filtered
reactor beam. The technique uses cadmium and gadolinium filters along with a ‘9Pu fission

‘ 239Pu. In the energy range from 0.1 to 0.5 eV, the totalchamber to isolate the 0.3 eV resonance m
microscopic cross-section of ‘~u is signilica.ntly larger than the cross-sections of ‘U and ‘5U.
This large difference in cross-section allows small amounts of ‘!Pu to be detected in uranium
samples.

Tests using a direct beam florn a 250 kW TRIGA reactor have been performed with stacks of
depleted uranium and ‘@u foils. Preliminary measurement results are in good agreement with
the predicted results up to about two weight percent of ‘9Pu in the sample. In addition, measured
‘9Pu masses were in agreement with actual sample masses with uncertainties less than 3.8
percent.

INTRODUCTION

The Experimental Breeder Reactor -11 (EBR-11) is an unrnoderated, heterogeneous, sodiurn-

cooled, fast-breeder reactor operated by the Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) at the Idaho

National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL). The core consists of driver

assemblies of uranium-zirconium metal or uranium-plutonium-zirconium metal surrounded by

reflector assemblies of stainless steel and blanket assemblies of depleted uranium. These

depleted uranium assemblies serve as an additional reflector and a breeder of ‘9Pu.

EBR-11 operation was terminated on September 30, 1994 after 30 years of operation. The

shutdown plan for the reactor calls for the industrially and radiologically safe plant closure

condition so that the reactor can be transferred to the C)I15ceof Environmental Management for
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ultimate decontamination and decommissioning. The shutdown activity includes the treatment

of the discharged driver and blanket assemblies in the Fuel Conditioning Facility (FCF).

A total of 353 depleted uranium blanket assemblies that were irradiated in EBR-11still exist

today. Each blanket assembly consists of 19 elements as shown in Figure 1. Therefore, there are

a total of 6707 blanket elements that must be processed in FCF. Currently, the plan is to process

25 blanket assemblies (475 elements) as part of the demonstration phase of the electrorefining

treatment process. Because of criticality concerns and material control and accountability

requirements in the processing of fissionable material in FCF, the fissionable material content of

each assembly must be known with a reasonable degree of certainty prior to being transferred

from EBR-11into FCF.

Over time, a small amount of the 238Uwas bred into 239Puby neutron capture and subsequent beta

decay through the following reaction:

238U(n,y)239U +~--+ 239Np -+~--+239Pu .

To a much lesser extent, other heavy metals have also been bred into the blanket elements. The

neutron capture reaction (n,y) is highly dependent on neutron energy and exhibits strong

resonances in the epithermal energy range. Resonances are isotope-dependent and based on the

nuclear properties of the specific isotope. Estimates indicate that as much as 1000 grams of 239Pu

have been created in some blanket assemblies from an initial 23*Uweight of about 48 kilograms.

However, the estimated quantities of 239Puare highly suspect due to uncertainties in the flux

characterization in the blanket region. Knowing that the estimates for plutonium buildup in

blanket elements have large uncertainties and are most likely under predicted, the amount of

23~u in blanket elements should be measured. Methods of radiation-based non-destructive

analysis were reviewed, 1-7however, most of these have inherent problems or weaknesses for

analyzing EBR-11blanket assemblies or elements. Therefore, a method was developed at ANL

that uses a continuous, filtered neutron beam from a 250 kW TRIGA reactor to perform

resonance transmission analysis.s
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Figure 1: EBR-11 Blanket Assembly



MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

In order for an analysis method to be successful at determining small amounts of ‘9Pu in large

quantities of depleted uranium, there has to be a sigtilcant signal change for a small change in

‘9Pu content. For the blanket elements, the only way that there can be a large signal change in

transmission analysis is if the total neutron cross-section of ‘9Pu in the sample is a large fraction

of the total neutron cross-section of the sample. To accomplish this, a neutron energy or energy

region must be chosen such that the microscopic total neutron cross-section of 239Puis much

greater than the microscopic total neutron cross-section of the other isotopes in the sample,

mainly ‘8U and ‘5U.

‘9Pu has a resonance at 0.3 eV of greater than 5000 barns as shown in Figure 2. Also shown in

Figure 2 are the cross-sections for ‘5U and ‘8U. If this resonance can be reasonably isolated,

then the amount of ‘~u in a sample can be determined through the value of the transmission in

this region. Cadmium and gadolinium filters along with a ‘9Pu fssion chamber are used as the

means to isolate this resonance. The cadmium titer is used to define the upper bound of the

energy region. The gadolinium filter is used to define the lower bound of the energy region. The

‘~u f=ion chamber is used to enhance the response.

For a mono-energetic beam, the transmitted or uncolhded flux through a sample of uniform

thickness is defined as

+(x) = $(0) e ‘x” ,

where $(0) is the flux incident on a sample of thickness x and & is the total macroscopic cross-

section of the sample. @(x) is considered the transmitted flux, such that the transmission through

the sample is defied as
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Figure 2: Total Cross-Sections of %%, ‘*U, and ‘5U

The transmission is a unitless term which has a value between zero (no transmission) and one

(complete transmission), and is an exponential function of the macroscopic cross-section aqd the

sample thickness. A further variable, the mass signal, is defined as

M= -in(T) = ZTX ,

which is a direct measure of the macroscopic cross-section since the sample thickness is assumed

uniform.

Unfortunately, the neutron energy spectrum in a reactor beam is not mono-energetic. The

spectrum in the east beam tube of the ANL Neutron Radiography (NRAD) Reactor has been
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Figure 3: NRAD Spectrum

characterized by foil measurements9 and is shown in Figure 3. A flux-averaged mass signal can

be calculated and measured. However, the differences in cross-sections among isotopes is much

‘9Pu content is not significant. Therefore,smaller, and as such, the response to the change in the

a series of m~asurements using a gadolinium filter (0.01 cm thick) and a cadmium filter (O.1 cm

thick) were used to isolate the energy region from 0.1 eV to 0.5 eV. In addition, a ‘9Pu fission

chamber was used to enhance the detector response as it is ideally suited for ‘9Pu transmission

measurements. 8

Each mass signal determination is actually based on a combination of four individual

measurements. The sample and the cadmium filter can be placed in and out of the beam
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Figure 4: Spectral Detector Response of Diflierent Filter/Sample Combinations

independently. The various sample-falter combinations result in four different measurements.

Because the detector (a ‘9Pu fission chamber) does not have a constant detector response over all

neutron energies, the measured mass signal is not simply a flux-averaged mass signal. Instead it

is a complicated combination of the flux spectrum, the energy dependent detector responsel and

the energy dependent cross-sections of the sample.

Figure 4 is ~sample plot of the calculated detector response for the four configurations of sample

and cadmium falter. The notation used in Figure 4 denotes the position of sample (S) and the

cadmium filter (F). As an example, the plot noted as NS-F is for the case with no sample in the

beam but the cadmium falter is in the beam. The gadolinium filter is in the beam for all cases.

The figure is a log-log plot of the detector response versus the neutron energy. They axis is

shown as response. The response is the number of neutrons in that group from the total number ,

of neutron histories. For the case shown, the number of neutron histories was 107so these values
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Figure 5: Spectral Detector Response (Semi-log Plot)

can be normalized by dividing by 107. Although Figure 4 is only shown up to 100 eV, the

resonance behavior of the filter and sample materials is readily apparent. It is also apparent that

the 0.3 eV resonance in’% clearly dominates the spectrum. The difference between the two

curves, S-NF and NS-NF, is due to attenuation from the sample. The S-NF plot shows a deep

depression in the spectrum around 0.3 eV of approximately two orders of mignimde. ~.

depression is due to the effect that the ‘9Pu in the sample has on the attenuation. The S-F and

NS-F cases ho show a large drop off of greater than five orders of magnitude due to the

cadmium falter. This supports the assumption that essentially everything below the cadmium

cutoff energy is removed from the beam.

The benefit of the ‘@u detector is shown in Figure 5. Figure 5 is a plot of the same information

as in Figure 4 only plotted on a semi-log scale. This figure shows the dramatic peaking in the

energy range of interest (O.1 eV to 0.5 eV) and demonstrates that this filtered beam transmission
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method effectively isolates the 0.3 eV resonance in 239Pu.Also shown in Figure 5 is the effect of

the gadolinium ffiter. The gadolinium falter significantly reduces the neutrons below the

resonance (less than 0.1 eV) while still allowing the neutrons with higher energies to pass

through it with little effect. There is a small bump or second peak in the response spectrum at

about 0.15 eV. This peak is due to the gadolinium filter not totally removing the neutrons from

an increased neutron flux. As shown in Figure 3, the flux is increasing in this energy range as the

neutron energy decreases.

During each measurement, there is also a f~sion chamber in the ERS cell monitoring the flux

level of the reactor. The measurement from the flux monitor was used to normalize each

measurement. Background measurements were performed prior to the experiment and were

consistent regardless of the position of the sample and filter. The mass signal is computed from

the measurements as follows:

(s) - (z’

MM = S-F
—7

NS-F

where MMrepresents the mass signal computed from the measurements, C represents the count

rate from the detector in the beam, and M represents the count rate of the flux monitor. The

subscripts on the C/M ratios indicate the position of the sample and the filter during the

measurement, as described previously. The background count rates are not included in the above

equation. It was demonstrated that they were correlated for the four measurements are were

reduced from the mass signal equation. The standard deviation of the mass signal values was

calculated from the error propagation formula.



EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The equipment to perform these measurements consists of three major systems in addition to the

reactor facility - the beam collimator, the experiment table and the detection equipment. Figure 6

shows a schematic of the layout of the experimental equipment. The collimator and experiment

table are both located in the ERS Cell of the NRAD Reactor Facility. The detectors are also

located within the cell, however, the associated electronics are located external to the cell.

Cabling between the electronics and the detectors are located in conduit that penetrates the

shielding walls of the ERS Cell.

The NRAD Reactor was installed in the Hot Fuel Examination Facility (HFEF) at Argonne

National Laboratory in 1977. The reactor is a 250 kW steady-state heterogeneous water-

moderated TRIGA type reactorl&12. The ERS cell and radiography station were designed to

provide a beam of neutrons so that reactor fiel elements and structural components located in the

main cell of HFEF could be radiographed without leaving the cell. The east beam tube looks

directly at the core and offers a harder spectrum than other reactor facilities that have tangential

beams. The spectrum of the beam was shown in Figure 3.

The east beam tube was designed for radiography and, as such, has a very large beam area within

the ERS Cell. The beam area is defined by a boron nitride aperture disk and a through-the-wall

collimator. The beam area is much larger than the intended samples and had to be reduced and

collimated for the experiment. A collhator was built using 34 sheets of berated polyethylene.

The sheets are 61 centimeters by 91 centimeters wide and 2.5 centimeters thick. The boron

content of t~e sheets is 15% by weight. Different diameter holes were drilled in each sheet so

that when stacked together the hole through all of the sheets would resemble a cone. The hole at

the front of the collimator had a diameter of 2.858 centimeters and the hole at the back of the

collimator had a diameter of 0.635 centimeters. The conical hole is a convergent collimator and

was sized to align with the hole in the boron nitride aperture disk.
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Figure 6: Schematic Layout of Experiment

With the collimator in place, the beam had a divergent angle of 0.85°. This angle with the

positioning of the sample created a beam diameter of 1.02 centimeters at the sample. The beam

diameter at the detector was 2.87 centimeters. The smallest diameter of the foils was 1.08

centimeters. This meant that the entire beam passed through the sample. The detector area was

smaller than the beam area at the detector so every neutron interacting with the detector had to

pass through the sample (except background neutrons). This is ideal for a transmission

experiment. What should be avoided is beam neutrons that can reach the detector without

passing throtigh the sample. If the neutrons causing reactions in the detector did not pass through

the sample then the mass signal will not vary as much due to compositional changes in the

sample because there will always be a large part of the signal which is unaffected by the sample.

This is the same reason that the background rate should be reduced to as low as reasonably

achievable. With the geometry of the collimator and placement of the sample and detector

shown, the entire beam passed through the sample and a portion of this beam interacted with the

detector.
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The experiment table was a simple construction of aluminum angle, sheet, and bars to support

the experimental equipment. The experimental equipment mounted on the table consisted of two

linear actuators and the detector mounting. The actuators were used to independently position a

cadmium filter (O.1 cm thick) and a sample holder in and out of the beam. The detector

mounting was used to fm the position of a ‘9Pu fission chamber in the beam.

The samples used for the measurements consisted of a stack of 1.27 cm diameter foils of ‘9Pu,

235U,‘*U, and stainless steel. The sample holder was composed of stainless steel and the SS

disks were used to maintain the reference measurements consistent. The other foils were used to

mock-up the thickness of a blanket element and to vary the plutonium content in the sample.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Measurements were performed to deter&ne the mass signal value as a function of ‘9Pu content

in the sample. The number of foils was determined by setting the theoretical density foil

thickness equal to the thickest portion of a blanket element. ‘*U foils were then removed and

‘% foils were added to obtain dit%erenta9Pu contents in the sample. This replacement

simulated the conversion of ‘*U to ‘9Pu in a blanket element by maintaining the sample mass as

close to the nominal value as possible.

The results of the measurements are shown in Table 1. Figure 7 shows the data plotted vs. the

weight percent of %Pu. AIso shown is a curve fit of the calculated values adjusted with a

constant bi& As observed from Figure 7, the measured values are in good agreement with the

calculated values with a constant bias up to about two weight percent of ‘9Pu. The values start

to deviate from expected as the ‘Wu content is increased. The bias is constant for the

measurements performed and represents isotopes in the ‘*U foils not accounted for in the

calculations, most notably hydrogen in the glue used to attach tti aluminum foils on the front

and back of each foil. Using a microscopic total cross-section of approximately 20 barns for

hydrogen, the bias from the measurements of 0.1525, and a samplethicknessof 1.1 cm results in
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Table 1: Results of Measurements

Standxd Mass Standard

Deviation

2.647 0.050 0.0012 3.001 0.0239

a density of 0.012 g/cm3 for the hydrogen in the sample. Thh is 0.063 weight percent of

hydrogen in the sample, which translates into 0.19 mg of hydrogen in a depleted uranium foil that

weighs 300 mg.

The transmission is an exponential function of the mass signal. Now assume that there is a limit

to the mass signal such that the transmission is so small that it can be assumed to be zero. This

value of the mass signal is the saturation point. No further attenuation of the beam occurs since

the transmission is zero. The mass signal of a sample is a function of the microscopic cross-

section multiplied by the atom density and the sample thickness. This means that as the atom

density of ‘9Pu increases, saturation is attained at energies that correspond to the highest cross-

sections f~st. Continually increasing the 239Pucontent in the sample then causes saturation to

occur at continually lower cross-section values. As the ‘9Pu content increases, saturation occurs

at the peak of the resonance which causes the sample to become “black” at this energy such that

there is no measurable transmission. A,sthe 239Pucontent continues to be increased, saturation

starts to occur at energies adjacent to the peak of the resonance. Eventually, the entire energy

range of interest is saturated and the mass signal becomes constant. In theory, the mass signal
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Figure 7: Mass Signal as a Function of ‘?Pu Content

would approach an asymptote at this value. In practice, a point is reached at which the measured

mass signal plus the standard deviation of the mass signal reaches the asymptote. This describes

a limit to the amount of%% that can be determined in a sample, however, it does not explain

the deviation between the predicted mass signal and the measured mass signal at ‘9Pu contents

above two weight percent.

The difference between the calculated values and measured values could be due to a discrepancy

in the cross-sections of ‘%.I in the valleys of the resonances. It is known that the evaluated

functions used to describe the cross-sections between the resonances tend to over predict the

cross-sections in these regions. This can be observed by reviewing the measured cross-section

data points compared to the evaluated data for 23%%.*3If a Iarger cross-section value is used to

compute the mass signal then the mass signal will also be over predicted. This trend becomes
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apparent at239Pu contents greater thmtwo weight percent. Th~isobserved in Figure 7 asthe

discrepancy between measured and predicted mass signals becomes larger. Above two weight

percent of 239Pu,saturation has occurred in the energy range of the 0.3 eV resonance. Therefore,

the transmission is primarily due to neutrons at energies corresponding to lower cross-section

values. Since the actual cross-sections are slightly lower than the evaluated cross-section data

used for the calculations, the measured mass signal is Iower than the calculated mass signal. As

the ‘9Pu content is increased, more neutrons with energies which correspond to lower cross-

section values contribute to the transmission. This causes the measured mass signal to further

deviate from the calculated mass signal. To use this method above two weight percent %%, a

calibration function is necessary to accurately predict the ‘9Pu content. This calibration fimction

should be generated Ilom measurements on actual samples, since it has been observed that the

calculational estimates over predict the %Pu content in the samples.

After it was demonstrated that there is a significant change in mass signal with’% content and

that this faltered method can accurately predict the mass signal, it was desirable to determine the

error in such a measurement. Two samples were prepared from foils with known quantities of

‘~u. The mass signal was determined from measurement, and this value was used to determine

the’% content of the sample based on a calibration curve. The calibration curve was

established based on the calculated values and previously measured values. A constant bias was

computed ffom the previously measured data compared to the calculations. The data were fit

with a fifth-order polynomial function described by

P= Am5+Bm4+Cm3+Dm2+ Em+ F+b,

where P is the ‘9Pu content in weight percent; m is the mass signal; A, B, C, D, E, and F are

constants Ilom the fitting routine; and b is the bias. The’% content was then predicted from

the measurement of the mass signal. Also, based on this function the error in the ‘9Pu content

was determined ftom the mass signal and the error on the mass signal. The standard deviation on

tie ‘9pu content is
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Table 2: Predicted 239PuContent for Test Samples

Actual ‘9Pu Content (wt%) 1.023 2.205

Adjusted Mass Signal from Measurement 1.969 2.807

Uncertainty in Mass Signal 0.011 0.02

‘Wu Content from Measurement (wt%) 1.011 2.301
1 i

Uncertainty in ‘Wu Content (wt%) 1 0.024 I 0.084
1 m

Diftierence between Measured and Actual (%) I 1.17 I 4.35
# ,

239PuMass from Measurement I 266.9 *6.4 m~ I 608.6 +22.3 m~

a: = (5Anz4+4Bnz3+3Cm2 +2Dm+E)2u: + nZIOO; +

m%; + m%: + m%; + m%: + 0; + o~ ,

where c is the standard deviation of each parameter and the other terms are as defined

previously.

Two measurements were performed on test samples. The results are shown in Table 2. The

actual ‘*u content in each sample was determined from the known masses of the foils used to

create the samples. The mass signal was then determined flom the measurements and adjusted

for the hydrogen content in the foils. The ‘9Pu content in the sample was then detemined based

on the measured mass signal. The uncertainties were computed as previously discussed.

The difference between the measured 239Pucontent and the actual ‘~u content is 1.2 percent for

the first sample shown in Table 2. The uncertainty in the ‘~u content is approximately 2.4

percent, so &e measured quantity is in agreement with the actual quantity of 239Puin the sample.

The difference between the measured ‘9Pu content and the actual 23%%content is 4.4 percent for

the second sample shown in Table 2. The uncertainty in the ‘9Pu content is approximately 3.8

percent. The measured’~ content is within two standard deviations of the actual ‘9Pu content

in the sample, which indicates a reasonable agreement between the two values. These two cases

demonstrate that this approach can be used to accurately measure the ‘?Pu content in depleted

uranium samples.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This report describes an experiment performed at ANL using the east beam of the NRAD reactor

facil.ity. Resonance transmission analysis using the time-of-flight (TOF) technique has been

demonstrated by other researchers to yield accurate results of isotopic compositions in small

samples and in waste drums. The TOF technique requires a high intensity pulsed neutron source

which was not available at A.M. Therefore, the goal of the experiment was to demonstrate that

resonance transmission analysis using a filtered neutron beam could be used to determine the

‘9Pu content in a depleted uranium sample. The depleted uranium samples were identical in

thickness to the diameter of EBR-11 blanket elements. By using comparative samples, the

usefulness of this approach for determining the ‘?Pu content in EBR-11 blanket elements was

assessed.

It was demonstrated that the mass signal could be obtained from a simple equation relating the

flux normalized count rate from four me&urements with different sample/filter combinations. It

was also demonstrated that the 0.3 eV resonance in ‘?Pu was isolated such that the response of

the measurement technique, the mass signal value, was based on the total cross-section of the

sample over a small energy region around 0.3 eV.

By selecting this small energy region, the total cross-section of ‘~u was significantly greater

than the cross-sections of’~ and ‘5U as shown in Figure 2. Since the mass signal is the spm of

the total macroscopic cross-sections of the constituent isotopes multiplied by the sample

thickness, small changes in the ‘@u content result in large changes in the mass signal. This ,was

demonstrated for sample compositions up to three weight percent ‘9Pu for a sample with a

thickness equivalent to a blanket element.

The measurement results indicated good agreement with the calculational values corrected by a

constant bias. The bias was found to be ffom additional material in the depleted uranium foils

that was not accounted for in the analysis. It was postulated that the effect was due to hydrogen

in the glue used to apply aluminum foils to the front and back of the foils. The hydrogen content



in each foil was determined to be approximately 0.19 mg, which is approximately 0.06 weight

percent.

An apparent slight deviation between the measured and calculated values of ‘~u in the sample

was observed above two weight percent of ‘9Pu. It was postulated that this deviation is due to a

discrepancy in the cross-sections of ‘9Pu in the valley of the resonances highlighted by saturation

occurring at the higher cross-sections of the resonances. Above two weight percent, the atom

density of ‘9Pu becomes large enough that the transmission at energies with large cross-sections

becomes essentially zero. At this point, the sample becomes a “black body” or a true absorber at

these energies. As the ‘9Pu content increases, the sample becomes bkick at more and more

neutron energies. When the sample becomes black at all neutron energies corresponding to the

‘9Pu resonances, the measured mass signal is based primarily on the lower cross-sections. It is

known that the cross-sections in the valleys of the resonances are over predicted, and therefore,

the calculated mass signal is also over predicted. This deviation does not indicate the hit of the

measurement system as it can be accounted for by generating a calibration curve flom measured

data.

There is a practical limit for the technique based on the counting statistics. The transmission is

an exponential function. As the ‘9Pu content is increased, the transmission becomes smaller and

smaller. Based on the statistics, at some ‘k content the uncertainty in the transmission is larger

than the transmission. This translates into an upper bound on the mass signal and a limit of

detectability on the ‘*u content. At this level of ‘k content, the mass signal cannot be

distinguished within statistics from the limit on the mass signal, and the ‘@u content would be

greater thanlhe limit of detectability.

Once the calculated predictions of mass signal as a function of 23@ucontent were verified,

several test samples were measured to determine the ‘~u content from the measured mass signal

values. These tests were used to demonstrate the method in which the’~ content would be

determined and to show that the measured ‘mu content agreed well with the known quantities.

These tests also demonstrated the error expected from such a measurement. The



of Measurements on Unknown Samples

Sample 1 Sample 2

26.416 26.445

‘*Pu Conmosition(wt%) 1.023 2.205

U‘9Pu Mass (mg) I 270.1 I 583.1 I

results of the two measurements are summarized in Table 3. The predicted ‘9Pu masses shown

in Table 3 are in good agreement with the actual ‘9Pu masses of the two samples.

Resonance transmission analysis using a faltered reactor beam has been shown to be a viable

method for determining ‘9Pu content in depleted uranium samples. This method could be

expanded, through the use of different falter materials, to assay other isotopes of interest, most

notably ‘5U or ‘“Pu. With a movable gadolinium filter, a series of measurements could be

performed to obtain a mass signal value for energies less than 0.1 eV, in addhion to the energy

range from 0.1 eV to 0.5 eV. With two different mass signals, the ‘5U content could potentially

be determined by comparing the mass signal ratio between”the two energy regions. By the use of

an iridium filter, which has a resonance at 1.4 eV, in conjunction with a cadmium filter, the

energy region from 0.5 eV to 1.4 eV could be isolated. The 1 eV resonance of ~ might then

be used to determine the ‘iOPucontent. These are just a few of the possibilities where resonance

transmission analysis with filtered neutron beams might be applied.
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